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LATEST NEWS ABOUT THE PROJECT

Information Day
Our partner semFYC welcomed the
national health professionals and together
they discussed about the social impact of
KRISTINA on the European Health System
and on the European society. We are glad
to strengthen the discussion around
migration flows and main consequences
on the national Helath System and we are
going to promote the project among all
the potential stakeholders and users all
around Europe. Our Information Days are
the occasion to meet our researchers and
experts.

[Read more]

Use cases: How can KRISTINA help me
if I work for an institution?
file:///C:/Users/cbaudracco/Downloads/Proyecto%20Kristina%20March.html
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KRISTINA facilitates migrated patient orientation
within the host health system and the virtual
agent can contribute to lowering the number of
visits of migrated patients and to the reduction of
inequalities.

[Read More]

Blog: KRISTINA met ARIA-VALUSPA
Last month, a workshop between the members of
KRISTINA and ARIA-VALUSPA, another H2020
project on interactive virtual agents, was held in
Dagstuhl (a computer science centre in the
south-west of Germany). This seminar has been
the occasion for all partners participating to the
working sessions, to share ideas and innovative
solutions during the discussion.

[Read more]

Events: Ongoing evaluation
Expert user partners EKUT, DRK and semFYC
welcome new participants! Users can test the
current prototype and its main functionalities. We
are really glad to gather impressions and
feedback. Our experts and researchers are
constantly working and the next prototype will be
based on these suggestions.
[Read more]
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Related projects

Press Releases

KRISTINA is collaborating with other consortia in

One of the biggest challenge of our project is the

order to exchange outcomes and knowledge.

integration of different components and new

This month we want to present the project called

technologies related to speech recognition,
information retrieval, semantic representation,

EMPAT (Empathische Trainingsbegleiter für den

emotional cue detection, dialogue management,

Bewerbungsprozess).

avatar design. This section aims to provide some
interesting news and articles related to our

You can find more information in our website

research.

[Read More]

[Read More]

Do you want to join our User Group?

#KRISTINAproject

Coordinated by UPF, KRISTINA is a project cofunded by the European Commission.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement No 645012
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semFYC (Sociedad Española de Medicina de Familia y Comunitaria) guarantees the confidentiality of the personal data
provided using this website in the terms established by Organic Law 15/1999 of December 13 on the protection of personal
data (the LOPD), implementing those security measures that are necessary and suited to the type of personal data You can
exercise your rights of access, rectification, cancellation and opposition by sending an e-mail to semfyc@semfyc.es. semFYC
is located in Barcelona, c/ Diputació 320.
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